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Sana'a city emerges as a shining star in the history of the Arabs since the beginning 

of the time. It is the origin of the Arabs and the wellspring of originality. It was, and 

is still, the source of ancient civilizations. Sana'a had been built hundred years ago, 

and it witnessed many states and different intellectual ideologies, and each of which 

had a role in Sana'a city, whether in intellectual, political or economic aspect. 

Despite the events it experienced, Sana’a city has remained and survived and it still 

represents the official identity of each Yemeni citizen inside or outside Yemen. 

Name: There are several views about the name, where the linguists of the ancient 

Yemeni language (Al Musnad) assert that "San'ou" is the ancient name of Sana'a 

city, which means the well-fortified place. This is emphasized by the fact that the 

city is surrounded by walls and fortresses. For the name "Sana'a" in the ancient 

Yemeni inscriptions (Al Musnad), it is derived from the word "Sanaa" that means to 



fortify. It is also said "Tasnaa" that means to entrench or fortify also. Moreover, 

some Yemeni areas are called "Masnaa" and the plural is "Massane", and the word 

"Yasno'a" is used for smaller places, which means the fortified villages located 

above elevated places. Sana'a was called as Sam city, the name that is attributed to 

Sam, the son of Noah, where he was seeking a place of moderate weather and he 

chose Sana'a. It was also named Azal city. This name was mentioned in the Torah 

for one of the sons of Yaqton bin Amer bin Shamikh bin Sam bin Noah. It was also 

said that when the Abyssinians saw that Sana'a is built with stones, they called it 

"Sanaa". Despite the foregoing, all of these names (Azal, Sam and Sana'a) are still 

used for Sana'a city.  

Location: Old Sana'a city is located at the intersection of longitude 12-44north and 

latitude 110-15 at the altitude of 220 – 2300 meters above the sea level, so that its 

weather is moderate comparing with the other cities around it. Its climate is 

moderate in the winter, and it is also the same in the summer but with rains. With 

this moderate climate, it has become an attractive destination for interior and 

exterior tourism. Geographically, it is located at the west foothills of Nuqm 

mountain at the meeting point of three of the most famous Yemeni tribes: Bani Al 

Harith from the north, Sanhan from the South and Bani Mattar from the west. So, it 

was the city where the Yemeni tribes met and gathered, as it constituted a trade 

center for the tribes coming from the different villages around the city since the 

ancient times.  The city was divided into districts that was known as "Doroub", 

which are Darb Al Sarar that is known today as Souq Al Bakr, Dawood and Talha 

and Darb Al Qateea that is known as Bab Al Yaman on the south side. In addition to 

the drainage channel "Al Saeela", which was descending from Nuqm mountain and 

running through Sana'a from the east to the west. Then, its route was changed 

towards the north of the city due to the floods and heavy rains.  

The origin of Old Sana'a city: The historians face a great difficulty in indentifying 

the very beginning of Old Sana's city due to the lack of authenticated references in 

this regard. However, Sana'a city is of Sabaean and Himyaritic origin. It was the first 

city established after the flood. It is also the oldest city in the Arabian Peninsula. 



Sana'a was, and is still, the most fascinating city around the world due to its natural 

and urban beauty that is represented in its environment, climate, buildings and 

people. It can be said that the historic development of Old Sana'a city passed 

through three stages:  

- The stage before the year 1500: the old city that represents the eastern sector. 

- The stage between the year 1500 to 1962: Beer Al Azab district and Al Qaa area that 

represent the western sector. 

- The stage between the year 1962 to 2000: the modern districts, which represent the 

lasts stage in which we today live. 

The castle (Ghamdan Palace), which was built at the versant of Jabal Naqum, is the 

first stone put at the old city of Sana'a, where the city was formed from a group of 

villages scattered in the Sana'a Basin, and then those villages merged into a single 

urban entity, with the aim of preserving the general security interest of all. Thus, the 

city developed into a city with walls, and in its center there is the Al-Qalis Cathedral 

before Islam, then the Great Mosque and then the city market. 

  

the Great Mosque - old city of Sana'a Al-Qalis Cathedral - old city of Sana'a 

The city market represented the western border of the city, and the northern wall of the 

city flourished, and it was called the Shoub neighborhood. Many states have 

succeeded in ruling the old city of Sana'a, including the state of Sheba, Hamer, the 

Sulayhid state, and Al-Afariyya. During those historical periods, the city was exposed 

to many natural disasters (such as torrential rains and torrents) and invasions (such as 

the Abyssinian, Persian, and Ottoman invasions). It was hit by torrential torrents in 

1581 AD where many homes and gardens were destroyed around the Southern Trench. 



In 1878, a flood swept through the city, leaving 100 homes destroyed. Thus, the city 

was losing much of its wealth, despite the restoration and maintenance operations that 

were taking place in the period of those states. The urban development in the old city 

of Sana'a had many influences, the most important of which was the commercial one, 

as it was the commercial site of the city of Sana'a and the meeting point of trade routes 

and various commercial caravans such as frankincense, incense, Yemeni textiles, 

silver, precious stones, and a lot of different commercial materials, so many public 

services were established including markets, brokers (khans), and bathrooms to 

support social and commercial life within the old city of Sana'a. 

Old Sana'a markets: The markets were a manifestation of the development of the old 

city of Sana'a. Therefore, many shops are to be found in these markets, as in 2004 AD 

there were about one thousand seven hundred stores distributed in more than one 

specialized market. The geographical location of the market extended between Bab 

Al-Yaman and Bab Shoub. These markets flourished with many industries, 

handicrafts, and agricultural products, as they exported leather, shoes, carpets, pottery, 

agricultural products such as fruits and coffee, and handicrafts such as silver, pottery, 

and other industries. The Yemeni markets were and still are called by the name of the 

commodity or the profession, including, for example, the salt market, the Janabi 

market (daggers), the al-Fatla market (strings), the pottery market (al-madar), the 

carpenters' market, the Al-Hab market (grain), and the market functions varied 

between selling, exporting and importing various products, workshops and handicraft 

places, and other markets that most of them still exist today. 
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The Salt Market - Old Sana'a 

 

In conjunction with the commercial activity of the city and its residents, there were 

many samsaras (market warehouses or hotels). In the past, there were (12) 

samsaras, then their building process developed, as the statistics of 2004 showed that 

their number reached (53) samsaras. They perform many functions like a rest station 

for travelers and their animals, a station for the sale and purchase of some crops such 

as raisins and Qishr (coffee), a station for exchanging silver coins and cash, and a 

station for storing some crops. Among these samsaras are Samsarat Al-Mezan 

(Qishr), Grain Samsara, Samsarat Dalal, and Spices Samsara. 

Sana'a Wall and its gates: The building of Sana'a Wall coincided with the existing 

life systems in the city. The location of Sana'a City created many ambitions to 

control it, whether from the states that arose around the city or from the external 

forces such as Persians and Abyssinians, so the city's landmarks acquired the 

character of protection and defense by building the surrounding wall. Among the 

most important components of it are the defensive installations and buildings, in 

order to strengthen the defense capability, repel external dangers, preserve the 

internal security and stability of the city, and to support the state’s political and 

economic role. Abu Al-Hasan Ibn Ahmad Al-Hamdani mentioned in his book “Al-



Akleel” that the Sabian king (Shaaram Otter) was the one who built the Old Sana'a 

Wall with nine gates, and there are semi-circular towers on the length of the wall 

called (Al Nuba), each tower is separated by about (40) meters, and these towers are 

considered to be military fortifications to defend the city. The wall has been 

destroyed many times as a result of the military campaigns against Yemen, such as 

the campaign of Persians and Abyssinians, and the Ottoman campaign. Therefore, 

the wall has undergone a process of expansion, repair and restoration during the rule 

of the various states over Sana'a, as Al-Razi explained that Muhammad bin Yafar, 

appointed by the Abbasid Caliph, Ruler of Sana’a, rebuilt the wall, and king Ali bin 

Muhammad bin Ali al-Sulayhi restored it with plaster and stones. There were also 

many forms of demolishing in a part of the wall as a result of the military conflicts, 

and the instinctive rains and torrents contributed to its destruction and collapse, as 

the 1985 AD floods contributed to the destruction of part of the wall.  

 

Old Sana'a Wall 

Many gates of  the Sana'a Wall have been found, but the number of these gates has 

not been determined accurately, as the sources indicate that the gates that 

accompanied the process of building the wall in the first time are four gates, i.e.: 

Bab Al-Yaman (South), Bab Shu'ūb (North), Bab Al-Qasr (East), and Bab al-Sabah 

(West). With the operations of destruction and sabotage that the wall was subjected 

to over the course of hundreds of years, the gates were built, developed and 

renovated, and by tracking the old geographical maps of the city, the gates of the old 

wall were identified as follows: Bab Stran, Bab al-Yaman, Bab al-Khuzaymah, Bab 



al-Sabah, Bab al-Nuzili, Bab al-Saqadif, Bab Shu'ūb, Bab al-Shahri, Bab al-Rum, 

Bab Abila, Bab al-Qaa, Bab al-Balqa.  

 

Bab Al-Yaman: the most famous gate in Old Sana'a 

In general, the Old Sana'a Wall and its towers (Nubat) and gates were exposed to 

erosion factors such as winds, rain and torrential rains, and this was accompanied by 

the military campaigns against Sana'a, negligence and lack of interest in the process 

of maintaining and restoring it periodically, which led to the destruction of part of 

the wall. 

 

 The collapse of part of the Old Sana'a wall  

Sana'a City Houses: The city’s planning included the neighborhood system, as the 

houses appear to be contiguous and in a multi-stories system, as the houses of 

Sana’a are characterized by vertical expansion (as in the picture). This is due to the 

intelligence and ingenuity of the Yemeni mind, as they invest the specific plot of 



land to suit the large numbers of members of the same family, as many families in 

Sana'a prefer to stay in one house, so we find (grandfather, grandmother, sons and 

their children, and uncles) in the same house. 

 

Old Sana'a Houses 

The floors vary so that they are between two or seven floors, so that each floor 

represents a (cabin) for one family, what we call today (apartment). Each floor is 

separated by a belt course called (zinar) that appears in the exterior of the house and 

is built from plaster and bricks and formed in geometric shapes as in the pictures. 

The ground floor and the first floor are built from stones, so that the ground floor is 

used as a storehouse for various types of grains (such as barley, corn and other 

agricultural crops), a store for firewood, pens for livestock, and a mill for grinding 

flour.   

The first floor is called “Dīwān” and it is as long as the house most commonly, and 

this is due to its special role in the events of death, weddings, and solving problems 

between people. In the other hand, the second floor is devoted to the family (women 

and children), and at the end of many homes in old Sana'a there is a rectangular 

room called “Mafraj”, which has wide and low windows, in front of which they sit 

for a nap and rest and to enjoy watching the outskirts of Sanaa and its orchards. 



 

A house in Sana'a in which the belt course (zinar) is shown between floors 

Old houses of Sanaa are distinguished with their windows that consist of two parts 

as the lower part extends till reach the land and is closed with wooden flaps as 

shown in the pictures below, above this part is the upper one which is called skylight 

(small windows) and is found directly above the windowsill from the upper 

direction. This upper part is built up as half- round opening with its diameter 

coincided on the windowsill. In order to cover this hole, colored pieces of glass with 

different shapes according to the demand or pieces of crystal are cut and fixed with 

plaster onto the small window (skylight). The advantage of this small window is to 

let light enter as if it was a sunglow during the sunset.    

 

 

The architectural heritage of Sanaa houses suffered from destruction and negligence 

for many years, in addition to the role of rain during the last few years which caused 

The Yemeni beautiful skylights   

Wooden flaps of windows in the old Yemeni homes  

Wooden flaps of windows in the old Yemeni homes  



the demolish of several homes for being old, not restored or maintained periodically. 

Also, the continuous conflict and wars over Yemen since more than five years as if 

putting a fuel to a fire, many houses of Sanaa were affected and harmed through 

many shapes either through the demolish of some houses while others had cuts.  

 

Old houses of Sanaa which have been destructed due to wars and rain 

Building Materials:  

Yemeni building materials varied either in houses, fences and castles as the Yemeni 

builder used stones, mud, plaster, Agore (hollow bricks) and Qadad as these 

materials keep heat during the day and then lose it slowly during night. In addition 

to their ability for bearing and resisting to wear so, many inhabitants of Sanaa prefer 

to inhabit old houses for their good temperature. Consequently, and due to the 

variety of building materials as well as the creativity of the Yemeni builders, Sanaa 

was and still one of the cultural highlights through the whole world. The most well- 

known building materials are:     

Qadad: is a material that is used in painting the surfaces, walls and grounds of the 

houses in order to resist water leakage, strengthen, hook up the foundation of these 

homes and to fill gaps in this foundation. It consists of two basic materials (blossom 

and soft stones) and mixed with water but its manufacturing takes some days then 

the walls and places are crude for several days. The builder should be alert and 

careful in using it then when it becomes dry, it is painted or covered with soft layer 

of grease- heel in order to become smooth.  



Stones: they are considered the most important materials that are used in building 

Yemeni palaces and castles. Plaster, blossom, qadad are made from stones to soften, 

paint and decorate the internal walls as well as outside interfaces for houses and 

palaces. Processing stones would be according to their type.  

Mud: it is the most important building material at all which provide the Yemeni 

architecture with many beautiful shapes for it is easy to innovate in shaping it. 

Plaster is made of burning limestone in especial incinerators that are available now 

in northern east of Sanaa.  

Yagor (hollow bricks): is pieces of mud with the measurement of 16 cm. wide and 

4 cm in thickness. It is dried under the sun heat then burnt in especial ovens to take 

the deep red color or coral- red color (between red and brown).   

Wood: It is used for houses roofs, in which houses roofs are grounded on wooden 

struts, as also doors and windows are made of wood.  

Old Sanaa, with its houses, walls and markets, represents the Yemeni identity for 

any Yemeni, so it its necessary to keep up its heritage, originality of architecture for 

its buildings, especially with continuous conflict over the last six years, floods and 

heavy rains, carelessness and reconstruction weakness, in which a lot of city citizens 

find it difficult in reconstruction process and repairing of building in it, because of 

conflict continuing, instability, fear of conflict continuing and its results.  These 

results have led to high cost of living and absence of cash flow, so it is important to 

keep up the endeavor of preserve civilization of thousands years from breakdown or 

disappear.  
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